PROPAGANDA METHODS	2oi
in Izvestia proves that the latest Communist Party congress
has resolved not to confine itself to official State propaganda,
but to attempt to influence given professional groups abroad
as well, seeing in such a method a valuable means of influencing
bourgeois circles.1
An important part of Moscow's oral propaganda is carried
out by high Soviet officials, who appear in public and formulate
the principles of this propaganda in a number of effective
catchwords. One of the most conspicuous spokesmen of the
Soviet regime who have this task to fulfil is the Commissary
for Foreign Afiairs, Litvinov, who has proclaimed the achieve-
ments of Soviet Russian industry and the prosperous develop-
ment of the Soviet State in general in a manner hitherto
unsurpassed. I mentioned above that the emissaries of Moscow
have the power, in accordance with the principle that the end
justifies the means, of totally disregarding the facts of the
moment. Litvinov possesses this faculty in a striking degree.
At a time when numbers had been executed in consequence of
the assassination of Kirov, he did not hesitate to protest in a
public session of the League Council against terrorism in
certain non-Communist bourgeois states (it is true that he
confined himself to individual terrorism), in order to put on
record the hatred of the regime for terroristic methods.
When the Soviet Union joined the League he sang the
praises of Moscow's policy in dealing with the nationalities,
and even went so far (this in the League Council) as to attack
the disturbers of the peace among the nations, without a fear
that such words, coming from the champion of a Government
whose principle it is to work consistently towards a revolution
in the non-Communist states, were bound to excite astonish-
1 The question, what success has attended this personal propaganda, is
well answered by a number of observers in the United States. They claim
that at many universities (e.g. Chicago) a large proportion of teachers and
undergraduates inclines towards Moscow and its doctrines. This obser-
vation naay frequently be made in certain ckcles of those countries which
are remote from Russia

